EVALUATION OF BENEFITS RESULTING FROM INNOVATION OF INPUT RAW MATERIALS DOSING PROCESS IN SINTERING
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Introduction

Sintering process can be described as a continuous process which can use fine-grained materials to produce lump sinter suitable for production of pig iron in blast furnaces [1]. In principle, the production of sinter is a process of heating pre-prepared and appropriately selected sintering charge to such a temperature that ensures the mutual fusion of the individual charge elements - grains and it creates caked porous material – sinter [2]. Its formation is the result of softening and melting on the surface of larger particles or, eventually, melting of small particles. The resulting smelt creates liquid bridges between the grains; it becomes solid and thus connects the individual grains in a lump. This is a complex of physical, physical and chemical and thermal processes that change the structure and composition of the input raw materials.

Return sinter is a term used to describe fractions of sorted crushed sinter which are returned as part of charge materials back into the process. These are small parts, arising during imperfect caking with grain fineness below 5 mm. Sorting sinter after production and before the actual filling into the blast furnace brings not only increased productivity of blast furnaces, but of the sintering strands as well. Certain percentage of return sinter improves air permeability, thus increasing the performance of the entire sintering process. One of the ways how to improve the technical and economic parameters of the sintering process is to include not only return sinter, but also finished sinter with grain fineness from 12 to 22 mm into the charge, which will be hereinafter referred to as grate sinter.

This objective of the article is to assess the impact of the use of grate sinter in the sintering process. The results of measurements over a period of 182 days, which were performed continuously in the monitored blast furnace plant, will be used as the data.

Grate Sinter in the Sintering Process

The speed and efficiency of the sintering process significantly affects the cost aspect of production of the main raw material for blast furnace process. The basic method of intensification of the sintering process is based on increasing the speed of filtration of air when it passes through the sintered layer [3]. The sintered layer consists of several zones that have different gas-dynamic properties. The key factor is to act on those zones with the greatest resistance and to increase their permeability. This can be realized by means of: suitable mixture humidity, the correct thickness of the sifted layer, removing the influence of false suction and also by limiting the amount of technological stay time.
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Another alternative is the utilization of grate sinter charging in the sintering processes. Grate sinter is used as foundation layer with the thickness of 20 – 30 mm under sintering compound on sintering flow lines [4]. This layer also serves as protection of sintering grate bars and cars during the final stage caking of the charge mixture. It prevents the gaps between grate bars from being clogged and, at the same time, it has positive effect on temperatures in dry scrubber and, as a result of that, on ecology.

Analysis of the effect grate sinter has on the sintering process is rather complicated due to repeated entry of some raw material into the process. In order to evaluate its effect, it is necessary to provide an exact definition of the balance of inputs and outputs from the sintering process [5].

**EXPERIMENTAL PART**

Measurements and technological tests of the use of grate sinter in the sintering process in the monitored blast furnace plant were taking place during the period of 182 days. The measurements were carried out for two sintering processes, while grate sinter was used as input raw material in one of them.

As for the input raw materials entering the sintering process, for the sake of simplification we can identify the following elements: material from the feed tables (especially homogenized mixture, basic additives, fuel), return sinter and sludge dry residues. Grate sinter was also used as input raw material in the monitored sintering equipment.

When grate sinter is used as bolstering under the sintering mixture, the speed of sinter production has increased from 95,31 t·h⁻¹ to 99,02 t·h⁻¹. This difference represents an increase in speed of production of finished sinter by 3,75 %. In the case of using grate sinter, there was also an increase in the volume of return sinter. The quantity and quality of the produced sinter can also be influenced by chemical composition. Continuous monitoring of the chemical composition of the mixtures in both sintering plants was performed within the scope of the realized measurements.

Table 1 shows the statistical working data regarding the composition of the sintering mixtures when using grate sinter and without its presence. The values in the columns represent how many kilograms of the given component of the charge are necessary to produce one ton of sinter.

The measured chemical composition of both mixtures is very similar. The amount of ore concentrate, basic additives and the amount of fuel are comparable. Coke dust with grain fineness of 1-3 mm was used as fuel within the monitored period of time. In the case of sintering mixture without grate sinter, there is a higher value of fine unfinished sinter.
These are tiny particles that have been caught below the screens during sintering mixture sifting. This component contributes to permeability decrease of the whole mixture. However, we can suppose that the difference in quantity is not such to significantly influence the overall production of the sintering equipment. The total values quantifying the production of sinter in the monitored period of time are shown in Table 3.

When using grate sinter, there was an increase in the volume of produced sinter when using grate sinter was higher by approximately 39 881 tons. At the same time, there was an increase in the total volume of produced return sinter. This difference amounted to 70 242 tons.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The research objective was to identify the impact of the presence of grate sinter on the sintering process. When using grate sinter, there was an increase in the total volume of produced sinter by 1.75 %. At the same time, however, there was significant increase in the volume of produced return sinter by 7.56 %.

It means there was more frequent incomplete caking of the charge which, in combination with the effects of transportation, means the creation of tiny parts with grain fineness below 5 mm. This raw material is returned again to the sintering process. In the case when grate sinter is used, it is also important to pay close attention to efficient sorting of the produced sinter.

The critical limit for the amount of return sinter in the sintering process is up to 30 % [6]. Higher values mean the reduction of ore ratio and hence the performance as well. Dosing of grate sinter to be used in the sintering process must take into account this consequence. A large increase in the amount of return sinter can have potentially negative effect on the metallurgical properties. It is important to continuously monitor the content of FeO, but also the grain fineness of small particles below 5 mm.

Decrease in the total amount of sludge was another consequence of grate sinter dosing. This is also influenced by the fact that the material from the feed tables (homogenized mixture, basic additives, fuel) will split into three parts after the sintering process:

- a) the first one becomes part of the finished produced sinter
- b) return sinter going back into the process is created from the second one
- c) the third one forms sludge dry residue which also returns to the process.

Grate sinter dosing then contributes to the transformation of input raw materials into the first two forms. Last but not least, using grate sinter has also increased the average speed of caking and thus the overall performance of the sintering process.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the measured values, it can be concluded that grate sinter has a major impact on the course of the sintering process. During the conducted research, grate sinter was used as bolstering under the sintering mixture on sintering strands. It can be confirmed that there is improving mixture permeability and thus increasing intensification of the sintering process. Grate sinter dosing increases the performance of the sintering equipment, but also the production of return sinter which returns back to the sintering process. In essence, the return material is finished sinter of small grain fineness, and additional fuel is required to pass it through the sintering process again. The processing of increased proportion of return material has a negative impact on the economic indicators of the entire process, which is primarily caused by the constantly rising price of fuel. In this context, it is important to accurately adhere to the granule-metric composition of the ore components. If there is higher production of return sinter when grate sinter is used, even small parts of ill-caking raw materials may mean deterioration in the quality of sinter.

Oversized grains do not worm-through sufficiently during caking and their mutual fusion is accomplished only through thin surface layers. They also absorb heat from their surroundings, which leads to the creation of insufficiently solid places in sinter. Very tiny fractions of the material are not suitable for sintering either. They significantly deteriorate the permeability of the layer and the gas-dynamic resistance escalates as well. In the case of higher volume of return sinter, it is also necessary to carefully monitor the metallurgical properties. The multiple-entry of grate sinter into the process represents an important factor when grate sinter is used in the sintering process. During the conducted research, there were frequent cases when grate sinter was falling out into the flow of return sinter, which had caused its re-entry into the process. This impact can be easily minimized by using appropriate construction solutions that will increase the efficiency of sintered material sorting. The increase in volume of produced sinter when using grate sinter may have significant long-term economic benefits.
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